**ACTION ITEMS**

**ANGOLA:**

In **ANGOLA** the Clinton Administration should:

- immediately recognize and establish full diplomatic relations with the Republic of Angola.
- take responsibility for dismantling Unita.
- lift any remaining economic restrictions against the Republic of Angola.
- introduce measures to aid the government with both humanitarian and development assistance.

**MOZAMBIQUE:**

In **MOZAMBIQUE** the Clinton Administration should:

- support the immediate deployment of U.N. peacekeeping forces.
- use its influence with South Africa and other sources to end any covert support of Renamo.
- use its diplomatic and political influence to ensure that the October 4th Peace Accord is upheld.
- cancel Mozambique's external debt to assist Mozambique's economic development. ($4.7 Billion in October '92)

Citizens in the United States should advocate for support for demobilization and reintegration of soldiers, especially child-soldiers of Renamo.

**SOMALIA:**

In **SOMALIA** the Clinton Administration should work with the international community to do the following:

- establish a participatory peace process to end the Somali civil war that includes clan elders, women, community organizations, professionals, politicians and militia leaders. Particularly, create representative local councils that will form the basis for a decentralized representative government and a constituent assembly.